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Abstract—The growing need to analyze large collections of documents has led to great developments in topic modeling. Since

documents are frequently associated with other related variables, such as labels or ratings, much interest has been placed on

supervised topic models. However, the nature of most annotation tasks, prone to ambiguity and noise, often with high volumes of

documents, deem learning under a single-annotator assumption unrealistic or unpractical for most real-world applications. In this

article, we propose two supervised topic models, one for classification and another for regression problems, which account for the

heterogeneity and biases among different annotators that are encountered in practice when learning from crowds. We develop an

efficient stochastic variational inference algorithm that is able to scale to very large datasets, and we empirically demonstrate the

advantages of the proposed model over state-of-the-art approaches.

Index Terms—Topic models, crowdsoucing, multiple annotators, supervised learning
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1 INTRODUCTION

TOPIC models, such as latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA),
allow us to analyze large collections of documents by

revealing their underlying themes, or topics, and how each
document exhibits them [1]. Therefore, it is not surprising
that topic models have become a standard tool in data anal-
ysis, with many applications that go even beyond their orig-
inal purpose of modeling textual data, such as analyzing
images [2], [3], videos [4], survey data [5] or social networks
data [6].

Since documents are frequently associated with other
variables such as labels, tags or ratings, much interest has
been placed on supervised topic models [7], which allow
the use of that extra information to “guide” the topics dis-
covery. By jointly learning the topics distributions and a
classification or regression model, supervised topic models
have been shown to outperform the separate use of their
unsupervised analogues together with an external regres-
sion/classification algorithm [3], [8].

Supervised topics models are then state-of-the-art
approaches for predicting target variables associated with
complex high-dimensional data, such as documents or

images. Unfortunately, the size of modern datasets makes the
use of a single annotator unrealistic and unpractical for the
majority of the real-world applications that involve some
form of human labeling. For instance, the popular Reuters-
21578 benchmark corpus was categorized by a group of per-
sonnel from Reuters Ltd and Carnegie Group, Inc. Similarly,
the LabelMe1 project asks volunteers to annotate images from
a large collection using an online tool. Hence, it is seldom the
casewhere a single oracle labels an entire collection.

Furthermore, the Web, through its social nature, also
exploits the wisdom of crowds to annotate large collections of
documents and images. By categorizing texts, tagging images
or rating products and places, Web users are generating large
volumes of labeled content. However, when learning super-
vised models from crowds, the quality of labels can vary sig-
nificantly due to task subjectivity and differences in annotator
reliability (or bias) [9], [10]. Ifwe consider a sentiment analysis
task, it becomes clear that the subjectiveness of the exercise is
prone to generate considerably distinct labels from different
annotators. Similarly, online product reviews are known to
vary considerably depending on the personal biases and vola-
tility of the reviewer’s opinions. It is therefore essential to
account for these issues when learning from this increasingly
common type of data. Hence, the interest of researchers on
building models that take the reliabilities of different annota-
tors into consideration and mitigate the effect of their biases
has spiked during the last few years (e.g., [11], [12]).

The increasing popularity of crowdsourcing platforms
like Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) has further contrib-
uted to the recent advances in learning from crowds. This
kind of platforms offers a fast, scalable and inexpensive
solution for labeling large amounts of data. However, their
heterogeneous nature in terms of contributors makes their
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straightforward application prone to many sorts of labeling
noise and bias. Hence, a careless use of crowdsourced data
as training data risks generating flawed models.

In this article, we propose a fully generative supervised
topic model that is able to account for the different reliabil-
ities of multiple annotators and correct their biases. The pro-
posed model is then capable of jointly modeling the words
in documents as arising from a mixture of topics, the latent
true target variables as a result of the empirical distribution
over topics of the documents, and the labels of the multiple
annotators as noisy versions of that latent ground truth. We
propose two different models, one for classification [13] and
another for regression problems, thus covering a very wide
range of possible practical applications, as we empirically
demonstrate. Since the majority of the tasks for which multi-
ple annotators are used generally involve complex data
such as text, images and video, by developing a multi-
annotator supervised topic model we are contributing with
a powerful tool for learning predictive models of complex
high-dimensional data from crowds.

Given that the increasing sizes ofmodern datasets can pose
a problem for obtaining human labels as well as for Bayesian
inference, we propose an efficient stochastic variational infer-
ence algorithm [14] that is able to scale to very large datasets.
We empirically show, using both simulated and real multiple-
annotator labels obtained from AMT for popular text and
image collections, that the proposed models are able to out-
perform other state-of-the-art approaches in both classifica-
tion and regression tasks. We further show the computational
and predictive advantages of the stochastic variational infer-
ence algorithm over its batch counterpart.

2 STATE OF THE ART

2.1 Supervised Topic Models

Latent Dirichlet allocation soon proved to be a powerful tool
for modeling documents [1] and images [2] by extracting their
underlying topics, where topics are probability distributions
across words, and each document is characterized by a proba-
bility distribution across topics. However, the need to model
the relationship between documents and labels quickly gave
rise tomany supervised variants of LDA.One of the first nota-
ble works was that of supervised LDA (sLDA) [7]. By extend-
ing LDA through the inclusion of a response variable that is
linearly dependent on the mean topic-assignments of the
words in a document, sLDA is able to jointly model the docu-
ments and their responses, in order to find latent topics that
will best predict the response variables for future unlabeled
documents. Although initially developed for general continu-
ous response variables, sLDAwas later extended to classifica-
tion problems [3], by modeling the relationship between
topic-assignments and labels with a softmax function as in
logistic regression.

From a classification perspective, there are several ways in
which document classes can be included in LDA. The most
natural one in this setting is probably the sLDA approach,
since the classes are directly dependent on the empirical topic
mixture distributions. This approach is coherentwith the gen-
erative perspective of LDAbut, nevertheless, several discrimi-
native alternatives also exist. For example, DiscLDA [15]
introduces a class-dependent linear transformation on the
topic mixture proportions of each document, such that the

per-word topic assignments are drawn from linearly trans-
formed mixture proportions. The class-specific transforma-
tion matrices are then able to reposition the topic mixture
proportions so that documents with the same class labels
have similar topics mixture proportions. The transformation
matrices can be estimated bymaximizing the conditional like-
lihood of response variables as the authors propose [15].

An alternative way of including classes in LDA for
supervision is the one proposed in the Labeled-LDA model
[16]. Labeled-LDA is a variant of LDA that incorporates
supervision by constraining the topic model to assign to a
document only topics that correspond to its label set. While
this allows for multiple labels per document, it is restrictive
in the sense that the number of topics needs to be the same
as the number of possible labels.

From a regression perspective, other than sLDA, the most
relevant approaches are the Dirichlet-multimonial regression
[17] and the inverse regression topic models [18]. The
Dirichlet-multimonial regression (DMR) topic model [17]
includes a log-linear prior on the document’smixture propor-
tions that is a function of a set of arbitrary features, such as
author, date, publication venue or references in scientific
articles. The inferred Dirichlet-multinomial distribution can
then be used to make predictions about the values of theses
features. The inverse regression topic model (IRTM) [18] is a
mixed-membership extension of the multinomial inverse
regression (MNIR) model proposed in [19] that exploits the
topical structure of text corpora to improve its predictions
and facilitate exploratory data analysis. However, this results
in a rather complex and inefficient inference procedure.
Furthermore, making predictions in the IRTM is not trivial.
For example, MAP estimates of targets will be in a different
scale than the original document’s metadata. Hence, the
authors propose the use of a linear model to regress metadata
values onto theirMAPpredictions.

The approaches discussed so far rely on likelihood-based
estimation procedures. The work in [8] contrasts with these
approaches by proposing MedLDA, a supervised topic
model that utilizes the max-margin principle for estimation.
Despite its margin-based advantages, MedLDA looses the
probabilistic interpretation of the document classes given
the topic mixture distributions. On the contrary, in this arti-
cle we propose a fully generative probabilistic model of the
answers of multiple annotators and of the words of docu-
ments arising from a mixture of topics.

2.2 Learning from Multiple Annotators

Learning from multiple annotators is an increasingly impor-
tant research topic. Since the early work of Dawid and Skeene
[20], who attempted to obtain point estimates of the error rates
of patients given repeated but conflicting responses to various
medical questions, many approaches have been proposed.
These usually rely on latent variable models. For example, in
[21] the authors propose a model to estimate the ground truth
from the labels ofmultiple experts, which is then used to train
a classifier.

While earlier works usually focused on estimating the
ground truth and the error rates of different annotators, recent
works are more focused on the problem of learning classifiers
using multiple-annotator data. This idea was explored by
Raykar et al. [22], who proposed an approach for jointly
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learning the levels of expertise of different annotators and the
parameters of a logistic regression classifier, by modeling the
ground truth labels as latent variables. This work was later
extended in [12] by considering the dependencies of the
annotators’ labels on the instances they are labeling, and also
in [23] through the use of Gaussian process classifiers. The
model proposed in this article for classification problems
shares the same intuition with this line of work and models
the true labels as latent variables. However, it differs signifi-
cantly by using a fully Bayesian approach for estimating the
reliabilities and biases of the different annotators. Further-
more, it considers the problems of learning a low-dimensional
representation of the input data (through topicmodeling) and
modeling the answers of multiple annotators jointly, provid-
ing an efficient stochastic variational inference algorithm.

Despite the considerable amount of approaches for learn-
ing classifiers from the noisy answers of multiple annotators,
for continuous response variables this problem has been
approached in a much smaller extent. For example, Groot
et al. [24] address this problem in the context of Gaussian pro-
cesses. In their work, the authors assign a different variance to
the likelihood of the data points provided by the different
annotators, thereby allowing them to have different noise lev-
els, which can be estimated by maximizing the marginal like-
lihood of the data. Similarly, the authors in [22] propose an
extension of their own classification approach to regression
problems by assigning different variances to the Gaussian
noise models of the different annotators. In this article, we
take this idea one step further by also considering a per-
annotator bias parameter, which gives the proposed model
the ability to overcome certain personal tendencies in the
annotators labeling styles that are quite common, for example,
in product ratings and document reviews. Furthermore, we
empirically validate the proposed model using real multi-
annotator data obtained fromAmazonMechanical Turk. This
contrasts with the previously mentioned works, which rely
only on simulated annotators.

3 CLASSIFICATION MODEL

In this section, we develop a multi-annotator supervised
topic model for classification problems. The model for
regression settings will be presented in Section 4. We start
by deriving a (batch) variational inference algorithm for
approximating the posterior distribution over the latent var-
iables and an algorithm to estimate the model parameters.
We then develop a stochastic variational inference algo-
rithm that gives the model the capability of handling large
collections of documents. Finally, we show how to use the
learned model to classify new documents.

3.1 Proposed Model

Let D ¼ fwd; ydgDd¼1 be an annotated corpus of size D, where
each document wd is given a set of labels yd ¼ fydrgRd

r¼1 from
Rd distinct annotators. We can take advantage of the inherent
topical structure of documents andmodel their words as aris-
ing from a mixture of topics, each being defined as a distribu-
tion over the words in a vocabulary, as in LDA. In LDA, the
nth word, wd

n, in a document d is provided a discrete topic-
assignment zdn, which is drawn from the documents’ distribu-
tion over topics ud. This allows us to build lower-dimensional

representations of documents, which we can explore to build
classification models by assigning coefficients hh to the mean
topic-assignment of the words in the document, �zd, and
applying a softmax function in order to obtain a distribution
over classes. Alternatively, one could consider more flexible
models such as Gaussian processes, however that would con-
siderably increase the complexity of inference.

Unfortunately, a direct mapping between document clas-
ses and the labels provided by the different annotators in a
multiple-annotator setting would correspond to assuming
that they are all equally reliable, an assumption that is vio-
lated in practice, as previous works clearly demonstrate
(e.g., [9], [10]). Hence, we assume the existence of a latent
ground truth class, and model the labels from the different
annotators using a noise model that states that, given a true
class c, each annotator r provides the label lwith some prob-
ability pr

c;l. Hence, by modeling the matrix ppr we are in fact
modeling a per-annotator (normalized) confusion matrix,
which allows us to account for their different levels of
expertise and correct their potential biases.

The generative process of the proposed model for classi-
fication problems can then be summarized as follows:

1) For each annotator r
a) For each class c

i) Draw reliability parameter pr
cjv � DirðvÞ

2) For each topic k
a) Draw topic distribution bkjt � DirðtÞ

3) For each document d
a) Draw topic proportions udja � DirðaÞ
b) For the nth word

i) Draw topic assignment zdnjud � MultðudÞ
ii) Draw word wd

njzdn; bb � Multðbzdn
Þ

c) Draw latent (true) class cdjzd; hh � Softmaxð�zd; hhÞ
d) For each annotator r 2 Rd

i) Draw annotator’s label yd;rjcd;ppr � Mult
ðpr

cd
Þ

where Rd denotes the set of annotators that labeled the dth
document, �zd ¼ 1

Nd

PNd
n¼1 z

d
n, and the softmax is given by

pðcdj�zd; hhÞ ¼ expðhTc �zdÞPC
l¼1 expðhTl �zdÞ

:

Fig. 1 shows a graphical model representation of the pro-
posed model, whereK denotes the number of topics, C is the
number of classes,R is the total number of annotators andNd

is the number of words in the document d. Shaded nodes are
used to distinguish latent variable from the observed ones
and small solid circles are used to denote model parameters.

Fig. 1. Graphical representation of the proposed model for classification.
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Notice that we included a Dirichlet prior over the topics bk to
produce a smooth posterior and control sparsity. Similarly,
instead of computing maximum likelihood or MAP estimates
for the annotators reliability parameters pr

c, we place a Dirich-
let prior over these variables and perform approximate Bayes-
ian inference. This contrasts with previous works on learning
classificationmodels from crowds [22], [25].

3.2 Approximate Inference

Given a dataset D, the goal of inference is to compute the
posterior distribution of the per-document topic propor-
tions ud, the per-word topic assignments zdn, the per-topic
distribution over words bk, the per-document latent true
class cd, and the per-annotator confusion parameters ppr. As
with LDA, computing the exact posterior distribution of the
latent variables is computationally intractable. Hence, we
employ mean-field variational inference to perform approx-
imate Bayesian inference.

Variational inference methods seek to minimize the KL
divergence between the variational and the true posterior
distribution. We assume a fully-factorized (mean-field) vari-
ational distribution of the form

qðuu; z1:D; cc; bb;pp1:RÞ ¼
�YR

r¼1

YC
c¼1

qðpr
cj�rcÞ

��YK
i¼1

qðbijziÞ
�

�
YD
d¼1

qðudjgdÞ qðcdj�dÞ
YNd

n¼1

qðzdnjfd
nÞ;

where ��1:R, zz, gg, �� and ff1:D are variational parameters.
Table 1 shows the correspondence between variational
parameters and the original parameters.

Let Q ¼ fa; t;v; hhg denote the model parameters. Fol-
lowing [26], the KL minimization can be equivalently for-
mulated as maximizing the following lower bound on the
log marginal likelihood

log pðw1:D; y1:DjQÞ
¼ log

Z X
z;cc

qðuu; z1:D; cc;bb;pp1:RÞ

� pðuu; z1:D; cc;w1:D; y1:D;bb;pp1:RjQÞ
qðuu; z1:D; cc;bb;pp1:RÞ duu dbb dpp1:R

5Eq½log pðuu; z1:D; cc;w1:D; y1:D;bb;pp1:RjQÞ�
� Eq½log qðuu; z1:D; cc; bb;pp1:RÞ�

¼ Lðgg;ff1:D; ��; zz; ��1:RjQÞ;

(1)

which we maximize using coordinate ascent.
Optimizing L w.r.t. g and z gives the same coordinate

ascent updates as in LDA [1]

gdi ¼ aþ
XNd

n¼1

fd
n;i; (2)

zi;j ¼ t þ
XD
d¼1

XNd

n¼1

wd
n;jf

d
n;i: (3)

The variational Dirichlet parameters � can be optimized
by collecting only the terms in L that contain �

L½�� ¼
XR
r¼1

XC
c¼1

XC
l¼1

Eq½logpr
c;l�
�
vþ

XDr

d¼1

�d
cy

d;r
l � �rc;l

�

�
XR
r¼1

XC
c¼1

logG

�XC
t¼1

�rc;t

�
þ
XR
r¼1

XC
c¼1

XC
l¼1

logGð�rc;lÞ;

where Dr denotes the documents labeled by the rth annota-
tor, Eq½logpr

c;l� ¼ Cð�rc;lÞ �CðPC
t¼1 �

r
c;tÞ, and Gð�Þ and Cð�Þ are

the gamma and digamma functions, respectively. Taking
derivatives of L½�� w.r.t. � and setting them to zero, yields
the following update

�rc;l ¼ vþ
XDr

d¼1

�d
cy

d;r
l : (4)

Similarly, the coordinate ascent updates for the docu-
ments distribution over classes � can be found by consider-
ing the terms in L that contain �

L½�� ¼
XD
d¼1

XC
l¼1

�d
l h

T
l
�fd �

XC
l¼1

�d
l log�

d
l

þ
XD
d¼1

XRd

r¼1

XC
l¼1

XC
c¼1

�d
l y

d;r
c Eq½logpr

l;c�;

where �fd ¼ 1
Nd

PNd
n¼1 f

d
n. Adding the necessary Lagrange

multipliers to ensure that
PC

l¼1 �
d
l ¼ 1 and setting the deriv-

atives w.r.t. �d
l to zero gives the following update

�d
l / exp

�
hTl

�fd þ
XRd

r¼1

XC
c¼1

yd;rc Eq½logpr
l;c�
�
: (5)

Observe how the variational distribution over the true clas-
ses results from a combination between the dot product of
the inferred mean topic assignment �fd with the coefficients
hh and the labels y from the multiple annotators “weighted”
by their expected log probability Eq½logpr

l;c�.
The main difficulty of applying standard variational

inference methods to the proposed model is the non-
conjugacy between the distribution of the mean topic-
assignment �zd and the softmax. Namely, in the expectation

Eq½log pðcdj�zd; hhÞ� ¼ Eq½hTcd�zd� � Eq

h
log

XC
l¼1

expðhTl �zdÞ
i
;

the second term is intractable to compute.We canmake prog-
ress by applying Jensen’s inequality to bound it as follows

�Eq

�
log

XC
l¼1

expðhTl �zdÞ
�
5� log

XC
l¼1

Eq½expðhTl �zdÞ�

¼ �log
XC
l¼1

YNd

j¼1

�
fd
j

�T
exp
�
hl

1

Nd

	
¼ �log ðaTfd

nÞ;

TABLE 1
Correspondence Between Variational Parameters

and the Original Parameters

Original parameter pr
c bk ud cd zdn

Variational parameter �rc zk gd �d fd
n
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where a ,
PC

l¼1 expð hlNd
ÞQNd

j¼1;j 6¼nðfd
j ÞT expð hlNd

Þ, which is con-

stant w.r.t. fd
n. This local variational bound can be made

tight by noticing that log ðxÞ4��1xþ log ð�Þ � 1; 8x > 0;

� > 0, where equality holds if and only if x ¼ �. Hence,

given the current parameter estimates ðfd
nÞold, if we set

x ¼ aTfd
n and � ¼ aT ðfd

nÞold then, for an individualparameter

fd
n, we have that

�Eq

�
log

XC
l¼1

expðhTl �zdÞ
�

5� ðaT ðfd
nÞoldÞ�1ðaTfd

nÞ � log ðaT ðfd
nÞoldÞ þ 1:

Using this local bound to approximate the expectation of the

log-sum-exp term, and taking derivatives of the evidence

lower bound w.r.t. fn with the constraint that
PK

i¼1 f
d
n;i ¼ 1,

yields the following fix-point update

fd
n;i / exp

 
CðgiÞ þ

XV
j¼1

wd
n;j

�
Cðzi;jÞ �C

�XV
k¼1

zi;k

��

þ
PC

l¼1 �
d
l hl;i

Nd
� ðaT ðfd

nÞoldÞ�1ai

!
:

(6)

where V denotes the size of the vocabulary. Notice how the

per-word variational distribution over topics f depends on

the variational distribution over the true class label �.

The variational inference algorithm iterates between
Eqs. (2), (3), (4), (5), and (6) until the evidence lower bound,
Eq. (1), converges. Additional details are provided as sup-
plementary material, which can be found on the Computer
Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.
org/10.1109/TPAMI.2017.2648786.2

3.3 Parameter Estimation

The model parameters are Q ¼ fa; t;v; hhg. The parameters
fa; t;vg of the Dirichlet priors can be regarded as hyper-
parameters of the proposed model. As with many works on
topic models (e.g., [3], [27]), we assume hyper-parameters to
be fixed, since they can be effectively selected by grid-search
procedures which are able to explore well the parameter
space without suffering from local optima. Our focus is then
on estimating the coefficients hh using a variational EM algo-
rithm. Therefore, in the E-stepweuse the variational inference
algorithm from Section 3.2 to estimate the posterior distribu-
tion of the latent variables, and in the M-step we find maxi-
mum likelihood estimates of hh by maximizing the evidence
lower boundL. Unfortunately, taking derivatives ofLw.r.t. hh
does not yield a closed-form solution. Hence, we use a numer-
ical method, namely L-BFGS [28], to find an optimum. The
objective function and gradients are given by

L½h� ¼
XD
d¼1

 XC
l¼1

�d
l h

T
l
�fd � log

XC
l¼1

bdl

!

rhl;i ¼
XD
d¼1

 
�d
l;i
�fd
i �

bdlPC
t¼1 b

d
t

XNd

n¼1

1
Nd

fd
n;iexpð 1

Nd
hl;iÞPK

j¼1 f
d
n;jexpð 1

Nd
hl;jÞ

!
;

where, for convenience, we defined the following variable:
bdl ,

QNd
n¼1ð

PK
i¼1 f

d
n;iexpð 1

Nd
hl;iÞÞ.

3.4 Stochastic Variational Inference

In Section 3.2, we proposed a batch coordinate ascent algo-
rithm for doing variational inference in the proposed model.
This algorithm iterates between analyzing every document
in the corpus to infer the local hidden structure, and esti-
mating the global hidden variables. However, this can be
inefficient for large datasets, since it requires a full pass
through the data at each iteration before updating the global
variables. In this section, we develop a stochastic variational
inference algorithm [14], which follows noisy estimates of
the gradients of the evidence lower bound L.

Based on the theory of stochastic optimization [29], we
can find unbiased estimates of the gradients by subsam-
pling a document (or a mini-batch of documents) from the
corpus, and using it to compute the gradients as if that doc-
ument was observed D times. Hence, given an uniformly
sampled document d, we use the current posterior distribu-
tions of the global latent variables, bb and pp1:R, and the cur-
rent coefficient estimates hh, to compute the posterior
distribution over the local hidden variables ud, zd and cd

using Eqs. (2), (6), and (5) respectively. These posteriors are
then used to update the global variational parameters, zz
and ��1:R by taking a step of size rt in the direction of the
noisy estimates of the natural gradients.

Algorithm 1 describes a stochastic variational inference
algorithm for the proposed model. Given an appropriate
schedule for the learning rates frtg, such that

P
t rt andP

t r
2
t < 1, the stochastic optimization algorithm is

guaranteed to converge to a local maximum of the evidence
lower bound [29].

Algorithm 1. Stochastic Variational Inference for the
Proposed Classification Model

1: Initialize ggð0Þ, ffð0Þ
1:D, ��

ð0Þ, zzð0Þ, ��ð0Þ1:R, t ¼ 0
2: repeat
3: Set t = t + 1
4: Sample a documentwd uniformly from the corpus
5: repeat
6: Compute fd

n using Eq. (6), for n 2 f1::Ndg
7: Compute gd using Eq. (2)
8: Compute �d using Eq. (5)
9: until local parameters fd

n, g
d and �d converge

10: Compute step-size rt ¼ ðtþ delayÞ�k

11: Update topics variational parameters

zi;j
ðtÞ ¼ ð1� rtÞ zðt�1Þ

i;j þ rt

�
t þD

XNd

n¼1

wd
n;jf

d
n;i

�

12: Update annotators confusion parameters

�rc;l
ðtÞ ¼ ð1� rtÞ �rc;lðt�1Þ þ rt

�
vþD�d

c y
d;r
l

�
13: until global convergence criterion is met

3.5 Document Classification

In order to make predictions for a new (unlabeled) docu-
ment d, we start by computing the approximate posterior
distribution over the latent variables ud and zd. This can be

2. Supplementary material available at: http://www.fprodrigues.
com/maslda-supp-mat.pdf
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achieved by dropping the terms that involve y, c and p from
the model’s joint distribution (since, at prediction time, the
multi-annotator labels are no longer observed) and averag-
ing over the estimated topics distributions. Letting the
topics distribution over words inferred during training be
qðbbjzzÞ, the joint distribution for a single document is now
simply given by

pðud; zdÞ ¼
Z

qðbbjzzÞ pðudjaÞ
YNd

n¼1

pðzdnjudÞ pðwd
njzdn;bbÞ dbb:

Deriving a mean-field variational inference algorithm for co-
mputing the posterior over qðud; zdÞ ¼ qðudjgdÞQNd

n¼1 qðzdnjfd
nÞ

results in the same fixed-point updates as in LDA [1] for gd
i

(Eq. (2)) and fd
n;i

fd
n;i / exp

 
CðgiÞ þ

XV
j¼1

wd
n;j

�
Cðzi;jÞ �C

�XV
k¼1

zi;k

��!
: (7)

Using the inferred posteriors and the coefficients hh esti-
mated during training, we can make predictions as follows:

cd� ¼ argmax
c

hTc
�fd: (8)

This is equivalent to making predictions in the classification
version of sLDA [3].

4 REGRESSION MODEL

In this section, we develop a variant of the model proposed
in Section 3 for regression problems. We shall start by
describing the proposed model with a special focus on the
how to handle multiple annotators with different biases and
reliabilities when the target variables are continuous varia-
bles. Next, we present a variational inference algorithm,
highlighting the differences to the classification version.
Finally, we show how to optimize the model parameters.

4.1 Proposed Model

For developing amulti-annotator supervised topicmodel for
regression, we shall follow a similar intuition as the one we
considered for classification. Namely, we shall assume that,
for a given document d, each annotator provides a noisy ver-
sion, yd;r 2 R, of the true (continuous) target variable, which

we denote by xd 2 R. This can be, for example, the true rating
of a product or the true sentiment of a document. Assuming
that each annotator r has its own personal bias br and preci-
sion pr (inverse variance), and assuming a Gaussian noise
model for the annotators’ answers, we have that

yd;r � Nðyd;rjxd þ br; 1=prÞ: (9)

This approach is therefore more powerful than previous
works [22], [24], where a single precision parameter was
used to model the annotators’ expertise. Fig. 2 illustrates
this intuition for four annotators, represented by different
colors. The “green annotator” is the best one, since he is
right on the target and his answers vary very little (low bias,
high precision). The “yellow annotator” has a low bias, but
his answers are very uncertain, as they can vary a lot. Con-
trarily, the “blue annotator” is very precise, but consistently
over-estimates the true target (high bias, high precision).
Finally, the “red annotator” corresponds to the worst kind
of annotator (with high bias and low precision).

Having specified a model for annotators answers given
the true targets, the only thing left is to do is to specify a
model of the latent true targets xd given the empirical topic
mixture distributions �zd. For this, we shall keep things sim-
ple and assume a linear model as in sLDA [7]. The genera-
tive process of the proposed model for continuous target
variables can then be summarized as follows:

1) For each annotator r
a) For each class c

i) Draw reliability parameter pr
cjv � DirðvÞ

2) For each topic k
a) Draw topic distribution bkjt � DirðtÞ

3) For each document d
a) Draw topic proportions udja � DirðaÞ
b) For the nth word

i) Draw topic assignment zdnjud � MultðudÞ
ii) Draw word wd

njzdn; bb � Multðbzdn
Þ

c) Draw latent (true) target xdjzd; h; s � NðhT �zd; s2Þ
d) For each annotator r 2 Rd

i) Draw answer yd;rjxd; br; pr � Nðxd þ br; 1=prÞ
Fig. 3 shows a graphical representation of the proposed

model.

4.2 Approximate Inference

The goal of inference is to compute the posterior distri-
bution of the per-document topic proportions ud, the per-
word topic assignments zdn, the per-topic distribution
over words bk and the per-document latent true targets
xd. As we did for the classification model, we shall

Fig. 2. Example of four different annotators (represented by different col-
ours) with different biases and precisions.

Fig. 3. Graphical representation of the proposed model for regression.
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develop a variational inference algorithm using coordi-
nate ascent. The lower-bound on the log marginal likeli-
hood is now given by

Lðgg;ff1:D;m; v; zzjQÞ ¼ Eq½log pðuu; z1:D; xx;w1:D; y1:D;bbjQÞ�
� Eq½log qðuu; z1:D; xx;bbÞ�;

(10)

where Q ¼ fa; t; h; s;b;pg are the model parameters. We
assume a fully-factorized (mean-field) variational distribu-
tion q of the form

qðuu; z1:D; cc;bbÞ ¼
�YK

i¼1

qðbijziÞ
�YD

d¼1

qðxdjmd; vdÞ qðudjgdÞ

�
YNd

n¼1

qðzdnjfd
nÞ:

(11)

where zz, m, v, gg and ff1:D are the variational parameters.
Notice the new Gaussian term, qðxdjmd; vdÞ, corresponding
to the approximate posterior distribution of the unobserved
true targets.

Optimizing the variational objective L w.r.t. gg and zz

yields the same updates from Eqs. (2) and (3). Optimizing
w.r.t. f gives a similar update to the one in sLDA [7]

fd
n;i / exp

 
CðgiÞ þ

XV
j¼1

wd
n;j

 
Cðzi;jÞ �C

�XV
k¼1

zi;k

�!

þ md

Nds2
h� 2ðhTfd

�nÞhþ ðh 	 hÞ
2ðNdÞ2s2

!
;

(12)

where we defined fd
�n ,

P
m6¼n f

d
m. Notice how this update

differs only from the one in [7] by replacing the true target
variable by its expected value under the variational distri-
bution, which is given by Eq½xd� ¼ md.

The only variables left for doing inference on are then
the latent true targets x ¼ fxdgDd¼1. The variational distri-
bution of xd is governed by two parameters: a mean md

and a variance vd. Collecting all the terms in L that con-
tain m gives

L½m� ¼ �
XD
d¼1

XRd

r¼1

pr

2

�
ðmdÞ2 þ 2mdbr � 2yd;rmd

�

�
XD
d¼1

1

2s2

�
ðmdÞ2 � 2mdðhT �fdÞ

�
:

(13)

Taking derivatives of L½m� and setting them to zero gives the

following update formd

md ¼ s�2ðhT �fdÞ þPRd
r¼1 p

rðyd;r � brÞ
s�2 þPR

r¼1 p
r

: (14)

Notice how the value of md is a weighted average of what
the linear regression model on the empirical topic mixture
believes the true target should be, and the bias-corrected
answers of the different annotators weighted by their indi-
vidual precisions.

As for m, we can optimize L w.r.t. v by collecting all
terms that contain v

L½v� ¼
XD
d¼1

 
1

2
log ðvdÞ �

XRd

r¼1

prvd

2
� vd

2s2

!
; (15)

and taking derivatives, yielding the update

vd ¼ s2 þ
XRd

r¼1

1

pr
: (16)

4.3 Parameter Estimation

The parameters of the proposed regression model are
Q ¼ fa; t; h; s;b;pg. As we did for the classification model,
we shall assume the Dirichlet parameters, a and t, to be
fixed. Similarly, we shall assume that the variance of the
true targets, s2, to be constant. The only parameters left to
estimate are then the regression coefficients h and the anno-
tators biases, b ¼ fbrgRr¼1, and precisions, p ¼ fprgRr¼1, which
we estimate using variational Bayesian EM.

Since the latent true targets are now linear functions of
the documents’ empirical topic mixtures (i.e., there is no
softmax function), we can find a closed form solution for
the regression coefficients h. Taking derivatives of L w.r.t. h
and setting them to zero, gives the following solution for h

hT ¼
XD
d¼1

Eq



�zdð�zdÞT ��1ð�fdÞTmd; (17)

where

Eq



�zdð�zdÞT � ¼ 1

ðNdÞ2
 XNd

n¼1

XNd

m6¼n

fd
nðfd

mÞT þ
XNd

n¼1

diagðfd
nÞ
!
:

We can find maximum likelihood estimates for the anno-
tator biases br by optimizing the lower bound on the mar-
ginal likelihood. The terms in L that involve b are

L½b� ¼
XD
d¼1

XRd

r¼1

pr

2

�
2yd;rbr � 2mdbr � ðbrÞ2

�
: (18)

Taking derivatives w.r.t. br gives the following estimate for
the bias of the rth annotator

br ¼ 1

Dr

XDr

d¼1

�
yd;r �md

	
: (19)

Similarly, we can find maximum likelihood estimates for
the precisions pr of the different annotators by considering
the terms in L that contain p

L½p� ¼
XD
d¼1

XRd

r¼1

�
1

2
log ðprÞ � prvd

2
� pr

2
ðyd;r �md � brÞ2

�
:

(20)

The maximum likelihood estimate for the precision (inverse
variance) of the rth annotator is then given by

pr ¼
 

1

Dr

XDr

d¼1

�
vd þ ðyd;r �md � brÞ2

	!�1

: (21)

Given a set of fitted parameters, it is then straightforward
to make predictions for new documents: it is just necessary
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to infer the (approximate) posterior distribution over the
word-topic assignments zdn for all the words using the coor-
dinates ascent updates of standard LDA (Eqs. (2) and (7)),
and then use the mean topic assignments �fd to make predic-
tions xd

� ¼ hT �fd.

4.4 Stochastic Variational Inference

As we did for the classification model from Section 3, we
can envision developing a stochastic variational inference
for the proposed regression model. In this case, the only
“global” latent variables are the per-topic distributions over
words bk. As for the “local” latent variables, instead of a sin-
gle variable �d, we now have two variables per-document:
md and vd. The stochastic variational inference can then be
summarized as shown in Algorithm 2. For added efficiency,
one can also perform stochastic updates of the annotators
biases br and precisions pr, by taking a step in the direction
of the gradient of the noisy evidence lower bound scaled by
the step-size rt.

Algorithm 2. Stochastic Variational Inference for the Pro-
posed Regression Model

1: Initialize ggð0Þ, ffð0Þ
1:D,m

ð0Þ, vð0Þ, zzð0Þ, ��ð0Þ1:R, t ¼ 0
2: repeat
3: Set t = t + 1
4: Sample a documentwd uniformly from the corpus
5: repeat
6: Compute fd

n using Eq. (12), for n 2 f1::Ndg
7: Compute gd using Eq. (2)
8: Computemd using Eq. (14)
9: Compute vd using Eq. (16)
10: until local parameters fd

n, g
d and �d converge

11: Compute step-size rt ¼ ðtþ delayÞ�k

12: Update topics variational parameters

zi;j
ðtÞ ¼ ð1� rtÞzðt�1Þ

i;j þ rt

�
t þD

XNd

n¼1

wd
n;jf

d
n;i

�

13: until global convergence criterion is met

5 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, the proposed multi-annotator supervised
LDA models for classification and regression (MA-sLDAc
andMA-sLDAr, respectively) are validated using both simu-
lated annotators on popular corpora and using real multiple-
annotator labels obtained from Amazon Mechanical Turk.3

Namely, we shall consider the following real-world prob-
lems: classifying posts and news stories; classifying images
according to their content; predicting number of stars that a
given user gave to a restaurant based on the review; predict-
ingmovie ratings using the text of the reviews.

5.1 Classification

5.1.1 Simulated Annotators

In order to first validate the proposed model for classification
problems in a slightly more controlled environment, the well-
known 20-Newsgroups benchmark corpus [30] was used by

simulating multiple annotators with different levels of exper-
tise. The 20-Newsgroups consists of twenty thousand mes-
sages taken from twenty newsgroups, and is divided in six
super-classes, which are, in turn, partitioned in several sub-
classes. For this first set of experiments, only the four most
populated super-classes were used: “computers”, “science”,
“politics” and “recreative”. The preprocessing of the docu-
ments consisted of stemming and stop-words removal. After
that, 75 percent of the documents were randomly selected for
training and the remaining 25 percent for testing.

The different annotators were simulated by sampling
their answers from a multinomial distribution, where the
parameters are given by the lines of the annotators’ confu-
sion matrices. Hence, for each annotator r, we start by pre-
defining a confusion matrix ppr with elements pr

c;l, which
correspond to the probability that the annotators’ answer is
l given that the true label is c, pðyr ¼ ljcÞ. Then, the answers
are sampled i.i.d. from yr � Multðyrjpr

c;lÞ. This procedure
was used to simulate five different annotators with the fol-
lowing accuracies: 0.737, 0.468, 0.284, 0.278, 0.260. In this
experiment, no repeated labelling was used. Hence, each
annotator only labels roughly one-fifth of the data. When
compared to the ground truth, the simulated answers
revealed an accuracy of 0.405. See Table 2 for an overview
of the details of the classification datasets used.

Both the batch and the stochastic variational inference
(svi) versions of the proposed model (MA-sLDAc) are com-
pared with the following baselines:

� LDA + LogReg (mv): This baseline corresponds to
applying unsupervised LDA to the data, and learn-
ing a logistic regression classifier on the inferred
topics distributions of the documents. The labels
from the different annotators were aggregated using
majority voting (mv). Notice that, when there is a
single annotator label per instance, majority voting is
equivalent to using that label for training. This is the
case of the 20-Newsgroups’ simulated annotators,
but the same does not apply for the experiments in
Section 5.1.2.

� LDA + Raykar: For this baseline, the model of [22]
was applied using the documents’ topic distribu-
tions inferred by LDA as features.

� LDA + Rodrigues: This baseline is similar to the previ-
ous one, but uses the model of [10] instead.

� Blei 2003 (mv): The idea of this baseline is to replicate
a popular state-of-the-art approach for document
classification. Hence, the approach of [1] was used. It
consists of applying LDA to extract the documents’
topics distributions, which are then used to train a
SVM. Similarly to the previous approach, the labels
from the different annotators were aggregated using
majority voting (mv).

� sLDA (mv): This corresponds to using the classifica-
tion version of sLDA [3] with the labels obtained by
performing majority voting (mv) on the annotators’
answers.

For all the experiments the hyper-parameters a, t and v

were set using a simple grid search in the collection
f0:01; 0:1; 1:0; 10:0g. The same approach was used to opti-
mize the hyper-parameters of the all the baselines. For the

3. Source code and datasets used are available at: http://www.
fprodrigues.com/software/
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svi algorithm, different mini-batch sizes and forgetting rates
k were tested. For the 20-Newsgroup dataset, the best
results were obtained with a mini-batch size of 500 and
k ¼ 0:6. The delay was kept at 1. The results are shown in
Fig. 4 for different numbers of topics, where we can see that
the proposed model outperforms all the baselines, being the
svi version the one that performs best.

In order to assess the computational advantages of the
stochastic variational inference (svi) over the batch algo-
rithm, the log marginal likelihood (or log evidence) was
plotted against the number of iterations. Fig. 5 shows this
comparison. Not surprisingly, the svi version converges
much faster to higher values of the log marginal likelihood
when compared to the batch version, which reflects the effi-
ciency of the svi algorithm.

5.1.2 Amazon Mechanical Turk

In order to validate the proposed classification model in real
crowdsourcing settings, Amazon Mechanical Turk was
used to obtain labels from multiple annotators for two pop-
ular datasets: Reuters-21578 [31] and LabelMe [32].

The Reuters-21578 is a collection of manually categorized
newswire stories with labels such as Acquisitions, Crude-
oil, Earnings or Grain. For this experiment, only the docu-
ments belonging to the ModApte split were considered
with the additional constraint that the documents should
have no more than one label. This resulted in a total of 7,016

documents distributed among 8 classes. Of these, 1,800
documents were submitted to AMT for multiple annotators
to label, giving an average of approximately three answers
per document (see Table 2 for further details). The remain-
ing 5,216 documents were used for testing. The collected
answers yield an average worker accuracy of 56.8 percent.
Applying majority voting to these answers reveals a ground
truth accuracy of 71.0 percent. Fig. 6 shows the boxplots of
the number of answers per worker and their accuracies.
Observe how applying majority voting yields a higher accu-
racy than the median accuracy of the workers.

The results obtained by the different approaches are given
in Fig. 7, where it can be seen that the proposed model (MA-
sLDAc) outperforms all the other approaches. For this dataset,
the svi algorithm is usingmini-batches of 300 documents.

TABLE 2
Overall Statistics of the Classification Datasets Used in the Experiments

Dataset Num.
classes

Train/test
sizes

Annotators
source

Num. answers
per instance (
 stddev.)

Mean annotators
accuracy (
 stddev.)

Maj. vot.
accuracy

20 Newsgroups 4 11,536/3,846 Simulated 1.000 
 0.000 0.405 
 0.182 0.405
Reuters-21578 8 1,800/5,216 Mech. Turk 3.007 
 1.019 0.568 
 0.262 0.710
LabelMe 8 1,000/1,688 Mech. Turk 2.547 
 0.576 0.692 
 0.181 0.769

Fig. 4. Average testset accuracy (over five runs; 
 stddev.) of the differ-
ent approaches on the 20-newsgroups data.

Fig. 5. Comparison of the log marginal likelihood between the batch and
the stochastic variational inference (svi) algorithms on the 20-news-
groups corpus.

Fig. 6. Boxplot of the number of answers per worker (a) and their respec-
tive accuracies (b) for the reuters dataset.
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The proposed model was also validated using a dataset
from the computer vision domain: LabelMe [32]. In contrast
to the Reuters and Newsgroups corpora, LabelMe is an
open online tool to annotate images. Hence, this experiment
allows us to see how the proposed model generalizes
beyond non-textual data. Using the Matlab interface pro-
vided in the projects’ website, we extracted a subset of the
LabelMe data, consisting of all the 256 � 256 images with
the categories: “highway”, “inside city”, “tall building”,
“street”, “forest”, “coast”, “mountain” or “open country”.
This allowed us to collect a total of 2,688 labeled images.
Of these, 1,000 images were given to AMT workers to clas-
sify with one of the classes above. Each image was labeled
by an average of 2.547 workers, with a mean accuracy of
69.2 percent. When majority voting is applied to the col-
lected answers, a ground truth accuracy of 76.9 percent is
obtained. Fig. 8 shows the boxplots of the number of
answers per worker and their accuracies. Interestingly, the
worker accuracies are much higher and their distribution is
much more concentrated than on the Reuters-21578 data

(see Fig. 6), which suggests that this is an easier task for
the AMT workers.

The preprocessing of the images used is similar to the
approach in [2]. It uses 128-dimensional SIFT [33] region
descriptors selected by a sliding grid spaced at one pixel. This
sliding grid extracts local regions of the image with sizes uni-
formly sampled between 16� 16 and 32� 32 pixels. The 128-
dimensional SIFT descriptors produced by the sliding win-
dow are then fed to a k-means algorithm (with k=200) in order
construct a vocabulary of 200 “visual words”. This allows us
to represent the imageswith a bag of visual wordsmodel.

With the purpose of comparing the proposedmodel with a
popular state-of-the-art approach for image classification, for
the LabelMe dataset, the following baselinewas introduced:

� Bosch 2006 (mv): This baseline is similar to one in [34].
The authors propose the use of pLSA to extract the
latent topics, and the use of k-nearest neighbor
(kNN) classifier using the documents’ topics distri-
butions. For this baseline, unsupervised LDA is used
instead of pLSA, and the labels from the different
annotators for kNN (with k ¼ 10) are aggregated
using majority voting (mv).

The results obtained by the different approaches for the
LabelMe data are shown in Fig. 9, where the svi version is
using mini-batches of 200 documents.

Analyzing the results for the Reuters-21578 and LabelMe
data, we can observe that MA-sLDAc outperforms all the
baselines, with slightly better accuracies for the batch version,
especially in the Reuters data. Interestingly, the second best
results are consistently obtained by the multi-annotator
approaches, which highlights the need for accounting for the
noise and biases of the answers of the different annotators.

In order to verify that the proposed model was estimat-
ing the (normalized) confusion matrices ppr of the different
workers correctly, a random sample of them was plotted
against the true confusion matrices (i.e., the normalized

Fig. 7. Average testset accuracy (over 30 runs; 
 stddev.) of the differ-
ent approaches on the reuters data.

Fig. 8. Boxplot of the number of answers per worker (a) and trespective
accuracies (b) for the LabelMe dataset.

Fig. 9. Average testset accuracy (over 30 runs; 
 stddev.) of the differ-
ent approaches on the LabelMe data.
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confusion matrices evaluated against the true labels). Fig. 10
shows the results obtained with 60 topics on the Reuters-
21578 dataset, where the color intensity of the cells increases
with the magnitude of the value of pðyd;r ¼ ljcdÞ ¼ pr

c;l (the
supplementary material, available online provides a similar
figure for the LabelMe dataset). Using this visualization we
can verify that the AMT workers are quite heterogeneous in
their labeling styles and in the kind of mistakes they make,
with several workers showing clear biases (e.g., workers 3
and 4), while others made mistakes more randomly (e.g.,
worker 1). Nevertheless, the proposed is able to capture
these patterns correctly and account for effect.

To gain further insights, Table 3 shows four example
images from the LabelMe dataset, alongwith their true labels,
the answers provided by the different workers, the true label
inferred by the proposed model and the likelihood of the dif-
ferent possible answers given the true label for each annotator
(pr

cd;l
for l 2 f1; . . . ; Cg) using a color-coding scheme similar

to Fig. 10. In the first example, although majority voting sug-
gests “inside city” to be the correct label, we can see that the
model has learned that annotators 32 and 43 are very likely to
provide the label “inside city” when the true label is actually
“street”, and it is able to leverage that fact to infer that the cor-
rect label is “street”. Similarly, in the second image the model
is able to infer the correct true label from three conflicting
labels. However, in the third image the model is not able to
recover the correct true class, which can be explained by it not
having enough evidence about the annotators and their reli-
abilities and biases (likelihood distribution for these cases is
uniform). In fact, this raises interesting questions regarding
requirements for the minimum number of labels per annota-
tor, their reliabilities and their coherence. Finally, for the
fourth image, somehow surprisingly, the model is able to
infer the correct true class, even though all three annotators
labeled it as “inside city”.

5.2 Regression

5.2.1 Simulated Annotators

As for proposed classification model, we start by validating
MA-sLDAr using simulated annotators on a popular corpus

where the documents have associated targets that we wish
to predict. For this purpose, we shall consider a dataset of
user-submitted restaurant reviews from the website
we8there.com. This dataset was originally introduced in
[35] and it consists of 6,260 reviews. For each review, there
is a five-star rating on four specific aspects of quality (food,
service, value, and atmosphere) as well as the overall expe-
rience. Our goal is then to predict the overall experience of
the user based on his comments in the review. We apply the
same preprocessing as in [19], which consists in tokenizing
the text into bigrams and discarding those that appear in
less than ten reviews. The preprocessing of the documents
consisted of stemming and stop-words removal. After that,
75 percent of the documents were randomly selected for
training and the remaining 25 percent for testing.

As with the classification model, we seek to simulate an
heterogeneous set of annotators in terms of reliability and
bias. Hence, in order to simulate an annotator r, we proceed
as follows: let xd be the true review of the restaurant; we
start by assigning a given bias br and precision pr to the
reviewers, depending on what type of annotator we wish to
simulate (see Fig. 2); we then sample a simulated answer as
yd;r � Nðxd þ br; 1=prÞ. Using this procedure, we simulated
5 annotators with the following (bias, precision) pairs: (0.1,
10), (�0:3; 3), (�2:5; 10), (0.1, 0.5) and (1, 0.25). The goal is to
have two good annotators (low bias, high precision), 1
highly biased annotator and 2 low precision annotators
where one is unbiased and the other is reasonably biased.
The coefficients of determination (R2) of the simulated
annotators are: [0.940, 0.785, �2:469;�0:131;�1:749]. Com-
puting the mean of the answers of the different annotators
yields a R2 of 0.798. Table 4 gives an overview on the statis-
tics of datasets used in the regression experiments.

We compare the proposed model (MA-sLDAr) with the
two following baselines:

� LDA + LinReg (mean): This baseline corresponds to
applying unsupervised LDA to the data, and learn-
ing a linear regression model on the inferred topics
distributions of the documents. The answers from

Fig. 10. True versus estimated confusion matrix (cm) of six different workers of the reuters-21,578 dataset.
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the different annotators were aggregated by comput-
ing the mean.

� sLDA (mean): This corresponds to using the regres-
sion version of sLDA [7] with the target variables
obtained by computing the mean of the annotators’
answers.

Fig. 11 shows the results obtained for different numbers of
topics. Do to the stochastic nature of both the annotators simu-
lation procedure and the initialization of the variational
Bayesian EM algorithm, we repeated each experiment 30

times and report the average R2 obtained with the corre-
sponding standard deviation. Since the regression datasets
that are considered in this article are not large enough to jus-
tify the use of a stochastic variational inference (svi) algorithm,
we only made experiments using the batch algorithm devel-
oped in Section 4.2. The results obtained clearly show the
improvedperformance ofMA-sLDAr over the othermethods.

5.2.2 Amazon Mechanical Turk

The proposedmulti-annotator regressionmodel (MA-sLDAr)
was also validated with real annotators by using AMT. For
that purpose, the movie review dataset from [36] was used.
This dataset consists of 5,006 movie reviews along with their
respective star rating (from 1 to 10). The goal of this experi-
ment is then predict how much a person liked a movie based
onwhat she says about it.We askworkers to guess howmuch
they think the writer of the review liked the movie based on
her comments. An average of 4.96 answers per-review was
collected for a total of 1,500 reviews. The remaining reviews
were used for testing. In average, each worker rated approxi-
mately 55 reviews. Using the mean answer as an estimate of
the true rating of the movie yields a R2 of 0.830. Table 4 gives
an overview of the statistics of this data. Fig. 12 shows box-
plots of the number of answers perworker, aswell as boxplots
of their respective biases (br) and variances (inverse preci-
sions, 1=pr).

The preprocessing of the text consisted of stemming and
stop-words removal. Using the preprocessed data, the

TABLE 3
Results for Four Example LabelMe Images

TABLE 4
Overall Statistics of the Regression Datasets Used in the Experiments

Dataset Train/test
sizes

Annotators
source

Num. answers
per instance (
 stddev.)

Num. answers
per worker (
 stddev.)

Mean annotators
R2 (
 stddev.)

Mean
answer R2

we8there 4,624/1,542 Simulated 5.000 
 0.000 4,624.000 
 0.000 �0:525
 1.364 0.798
movie reviews 1,500/3,506 Mech. Turk 4.960 
 0.196 55.111 
 171.092 �0:387
 1.267 0.830

Fig. 11. Average testset R2 (over 30 runs; 
 stddev.) of the different
approaches on the we8there data.
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proposed MA-sLDAr model was compared with the same
baselines that were used with the we8there dataset in
Section 5.2.1. Fig. 13 shows the results obtained for different
numbers of topics. These results show that the proposed
model outperforms all the other baselines.

With the purpose of verifying that the proposed model
is indeed estimating the biases and precisions of the differ-
ent workers correctly, we plotted the true values against
the estimates of MA-sLDAr with 60 topics for a random
subset of 10 workers. Fig. 14 shows the obtained results,
where higher color intensities indicate higher values. Ide-
ally, the colour of two horizontally-adjacent squares
would then be of similar shades, and this is indeed what
happens in practice for the majority of the workers, as
Fig. 14 shows. Interestingly, the figure also shows that
there are a couple of workers that are considerably biased
(e.g., workers 6 and 8) and that those biases are being cor-
rectly estimated, thus justifying the inclusion of a bias
parameter in the proposed model, which contrasts with
previous works [22], [24].

6 CONCLUSION

This article proposed a supervised topic model that is
able to learn from multiple annotators and crowds, by
accounting for their biases and different levels of exper-
tise. Given the large sizes of modern datasets, and
considering that the majority of the tasks for which
crowdsourcing and multiple annotators are desirable can-
didates, generally involve complex high-dimensional data
such as text and images, the proposed model constitutes
a strong contribution for the multi-annotator paradigm.
This model is then capable of jointly modeling the words
in documents as arising from a mixture of topics, as well
as the latent true target variables and the (noisy) answers
of the multiple annotators. We developed two distinct
models, one for classification and another for regression,
which share similar intuitions but that inevitably differ
due to the nature of the target variables. We empirically
showed, using both simulated and real annotators from
Amazon Mechanical Turk that the proposed model is
able to outperform state-of-the-art approaches in several
real-world problems, such as classifying posts, news sto-
ries and images, or predicting the number of stars of res-
taurant and the rating of movie based on their reviews.
For this, we use various popular datasets from the state-
of-the-art, that are commonly used for benchmarking
machine learning algorithms. Finally, an efficient stochas-
tic variational inference algorithm was described, which
gives the proposed models the ability to scale to large
datasets.
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